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Martyrs and Saints: The Transformation of Christianity 

in the Balkans During the Late Roman Empire 

Nicholas Mataya 

 

Late Antiquity was a time in which much of the accepted political, cultural, and 

social order was being transformed into something new: a Christian 

Mediterranean. One can see evidence of this transformation in the religious 

writings that have survived to today. In the Balkans, these religious writings 

normally take the form of martyr acts and hagiographies that follow the actions of 

a holy man. Three of these stories are the Passio Iuli Veterani, the Passio Sancti 

Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis, and Eugippius‟ Vita Severini. By examining the holy 

man‟s adversaries, their ideas of sin, and the power wielded by the holy man to 

influence the surrounding powers, one can see in these stories evidence for the 

transformation of Christianity in the Balkans. 

 

Before delving into the martyr stories and hagiographies that will be examined in 

this paper, it is important to discuss the history of this field. From the late 

eighteenth century until the 1970s, the ideas of Edward Gibbon dominated 

discussion of martyrs, saints, and hagiography. Gibbon saw the entire idea of 

saint cults as a symptom of Rome‟s and civilization‟s decline and the victory of 

superstition. It was simply a profanation of a simple philosophy into something 

that could drag down the entirety of civilization, culture, and progress.1 Beginning 

in the 1970s, however, Peter Brown‟s ideas have dominated the field. Brown saw 

the idea of saints‟ cults to be a reorganization of the cultural landscape in 

keeping with a spiritual progression.2 According to Brown, the cult of the saints, 

expressed in martyr acts and hagiographies, presented a religious system that 

                                                        
1
 Gibbon 1994: 90-97. 

2
 Brown 1971: 92. 
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allowed for social and cultural mobility for everyone, including women and the 

poor.3 It is in Brown‟s spirit, and not Gibbon‟s, that this paper has been written.  

 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to state that the Passio Iuli Veterani and the 

Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis were written in the early fourth century 

at a time when Christianity was, to an extent, persecuted by the Roman Empire, 

while Eugippius wrote the Vita Severini nearly two centuries after the reign of 

Constantine. This means that ideas relating to holy men and, in particular, the 

expression of the holiness of these holy men had changed dramatically in the 

intervening years. The holy man in the time of Severinus was no longer expected 

to die to be thought of as holy. Instead, the holy man was supposed to be a 

spiritual athlete, an ascetic, another Antony of Egypt or Simeon Stylites.  

 

The Passio Iuli Veterani begins in medias res with Julius on trial before the 

praeses Maximus at Durostorum in Moesia Inferior during the persecution of 

Christians in 304 brought on by the emperor Diocletian‟s fourth edict against the 

Christians issued in 303.4 Julius, a twenty-seven year veteran of the Roman 

military, is questioned by Maximus as to why he will not sacrifice to the gods.5 

Maximus then attempts to bribe Julius, offering him a „generous bonus‟ 

(remunerationem magnam) if he recants.6 The story ends with a scene in which 

the crowd from the trial kisses Julius and then Julius kisses another Christian 

captive. The captive reassures Julius of the rightness of his coming death, and 

Julius goes off to willingly accept this death.7   

 

There are some questions about the authenticity of the Passio Iuli Veterani.  

Timothy Barnes, for example, questions the reliability of the entire text.8 The 

                                                        
3
 Brown 1981:44.  

4
 Musurillo 1972: xli.  

5
 Passio Iuli Veterani 1972: 1. 

6
 Passio Iuli Veterani 1972: 2.  

7
 Passio Iuli Veterani 1972: 4.  

8
 Barnes 2010: 110. 
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major problem is that the praeses Maximus is not attested to outside of this text. 

Although we can reasonably assume from the hagiography which legion Julius 

was part of and, therefore, where this legion was based as the text refuses to 

explicitly state either piece of information. In this sense, this text is incredibly 

vague.  Despite these issues, the Passio Iuli Veterani is still extremely important 

because the author of this martyr act, and the people who would later 

disseminate it, felt that it accurately reflected the conditions for Christians in the 

Balkans at this period of persecution. 

 

The Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis also takes place during 

Diocletian‟s persecution in 304.9 Unlike Julius, however, the tone of Irenaeus‟ 

trial is combative. Irenaeus responds to the praeses Probus‟ (PLRE I 736) 

question about sacrificing to the Roman gods with a threat quoted from the Book 

of Exodus.10 Irenaeus then lies about having a family when his family is brought 

to the trial.11 After Probus orders Irenaeus to be beheaded, Irenaeus thanks God 

and asks that God takes care of his community at Sirmium.12 Irenaeus then, like 

Julius, went willingly to his death. 

 

The Vita Severini, the only work examined in this paper for which the name of the 

author is known, narrates events that take place in the late-fifth century. After a 

quick note about Severinus‟ arrival in Noricum, the hagiography begins with 

Severinus‟ first great miracle.13 It follows his career as he moves throughout 

Pannonia and Noricum as an itinerant preacher and miracle worker.14 As his 

fame spreads, he interacts with the leaders of Germanic nations and orders them 

to act justly and to protect orthodox Christians.15 The Vita ends with Severinus‟ 

                                                        
9
 Musurillo 1972: xliii.  

10
 Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis 1972: 2. quoting Exod. 22:20, Qui diis et non Deo 

sacrificat eradicabitur. 
11

 Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis 1972: 4.  
12

 Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis 1972: 5.  
13

 Eugippius 1961: 1.5. 
14

 Eugippius 1961: 15.1.  
15

 Eugippius 1961: 32.1. 
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death and the translation of his relics to Castellum Lucullanum, a monastery near 

Naples in Italy.16 The author of the Vita, Eugippius, would later become the abbot 

of this monastery.   

 

One aspect of martyr acts and hagiographies that must be discussed are their 

audiences and goals. These stories were written „as ideals of a Christian life.‟17 

They were also written „to win recognition for the merits of a particular saint.‟18 

This makes them „a kind of propaganda, making it difficult to distinguish the 

shared belief-system on which they depend from the new concepts that were 

being recommended for belief.‟ 19  This can be seen very clearly in the Vita 

Severini. Eugippius, the author of the Vita, was the abbot of the monastery near 

Naples, Italy, that held the remains of Severinus.20 The growth of the cult of 

Severinus would naturally make the monastery holding his remains more 

prominent.   

 

Another goal for Eugippius in writing the Vita Severini is intrinsically related to the 

changes in the prospects of Christianity. As mentioned earlier, the Vita Severini 

was written almost two centuries after the reign of Constantine. This meant that 

there was little chance that Severinus would become a martyr. One can see in 

the Vita Severini that Eugippius was conscious of this change, and he therefore 

wanted to ensure that people would recognize Severinus as a saint. He did this 

by emphasising the miracles and ascetical lifestyle of Severinus. Eugippius 

mentions that Severinus has the gift of prophecy in the first section of the Vita 

Severini.21 According to Eugippius, each movement of Severinus is related to a 

direct revelation of God.22 The gift of prophecy is not the only miracle performed 

by Severinus. In a scene reminiscent of Christ‟s „Parable of the Woman and the 

                                                        
16

 Eugippius 1961: 46.2.  
17

 Hayward 1999: 119. 
18 Hayward 1999: 124. 
19

 Hayward 1999: 124.  
20

 Eugippius 1961: 3.  
21

 Eugippius 1961: 1.2.   
22

 Eugippius 1961: 3.1.       
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Judge,‟ Severinus cures a Rugian, who was probably an Arian Christian, of 

„incredible pains of his bones‟ after the plea of the Rugian‟s „widowed mother.‟23 

This miraculous healing caused „the whole people of the Rugians… to visit 

frequently the servant of God… to ask for his help when they were sick.‟24  In 

another miracle with clear biblical parallels, Severinus gives oil to beggars in an 

astonishing way: „whilst the vessels of the poor were filling, there was no less in 

the hands of the ministers.‟25 In another instance, Severinus causes candles held 

by those who had committed non-Christian sacrifices to fail to light.26 These men 

„were afterwards more distinguished in good works than those whose candles 

had been divinely lighted.‟27 Severinus‟ corpse is also able to perform miracles. 

According to Eugippius, „many people suffering from various diseases and others 

possessed by impure spirits quickly felt the remedy of divine grace‟ after being 

near the dead body of Severinus.28 We are told that Severinus was a „lover of 

solitude.‟29  He told his monks of „the necessity of mortifying the impulses of 

passion for fear of the Lord.‟30 Despite the „ice and severe frosts‟ of a Norican 

winter, Severinus „never wore shoes‟ and „subdued his flesh by innumerable 

fasts.‟31 Eugippius constantly calls Severinus Christi miles, a „soldier of Christ.‟32 

This, however, was not enough for Eugippius to secure Severinus‟ place as a 

saint. Eugippius, therefore, uses an ingenious ploy to assure Severinus‟ 

sainthood: he adds episodes to the Vita Severini in which Severinus is 

confronted with people who disbelieve in his office as holy man. Those who 

disobeyed him are „punished for their scorn.‟33 Eugippius is telling his readers 

that anyone who fails to believe in Severinus as a saint will be punished.  

                                                        
23

 Eugippius 1961: 6.1, referencing Luke 18: 1-8. 
24

 Eugippius 1961: 6.5.        
25

 Eugippius 1961: 28.3, referencing Matthew 14: 13-21, among others.        
26

 Eugippius 1961: 11.3. 
27

 Eugippius 1961: 11.5.  
28

 Eugippius 1961: 45.1.  
29

 Eugippius 1961: 4.7. 
30

 Eugippius 1961: 9.10. 
31

 Eugippius 1961: 4.9. 
32

 Eugippius 1961: 42.1. 
33

 Eugippius 1961: 27.2. 
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Eugippius, therefore, proves that Severinus is a true successor to the martyrs by 

emphasizing the miracles and ascetical lifestyle of Severinus and punishing 

those who disbelieve in him.           

 

Closely related to the stories‟ audiences and goals are the changes in the 

adversaries of the holy men. For the martyrs, the adversary is the anti-Christian 

Roman Empire in the person of the praeses. The martyr defeats this adversary 

by holding to his faith and going to death willingly. In the Vita Severini, the holy 

man has many more adversaries. The first adversary is the heretical barbarian. 

Severinus defeats this adversary by cursing them, as he does to the Rugi when 

they attempt to re-baptize Catholics into their heretical brand of Christianity.34 

This type of adversary is prevalent in many hagiographies, including Athanasius‟ 

Vita Sancti Antoni. 35  The second adversary of Severinus is the disbelieving 

orthodox Christian. These Christians, who normally manifest themselves as 

those who fail to accept his prophecies as correct, are „punished for their 

scorn.‟ 36  This shows evidence for a change in the cultural perceptions of 

Christians in the Balkans. At the time when these specific martyr stories were 

being written, Christians were concerned about being wiped out. These stories 

were written to give hope to a community that was in danger. This was not the 

case at the time the Vita Severini was written. The orthodox Christian population 

feared heretical barbarians and lax Christians. This difference is seen very 

clearly in the stories of the holy men that these respective populations produced. 

 

One can also detect an evolution in the Balkan Christian conceptions of sin by 

examining these works. In the Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis, there is 

an interesting episode in which Irenaeus is questioned by Probus about a group 

of people who have been brought to the trial. Probus asks whether these people 

                                                        
34

 Eugippius 1961: 8.1.  
35

 Athanasius of Alexandria 2003: 69. 
36

 Eugippius 1961: 27.2. 
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are Irenaeus‟ wife and children.37 Irenaeus then lies to Probus and states that he 

has no wife and children, thus causing Probus to let Irenaeus‟ family go.38 It 

appears that lying is acceptable in certain circumstances.  This is completely 

contradicted by the Vita Severini. In the town of Lauriacum, Severinus 

prophesies that the town is going to be attacked.39 He tells the people of the city 

to „stone [him]… stone [him] if [he] is found to have lied.‟40 In this instance, the 

Vita Severini posits death as a punishment for lying. There are two possibilities 

for this change. The first possibility is that as Christianity became cemented into 

the Balkans, the gray area surrounding certain sins, including lying, disappeared. 

The second possibility, and the one to which I subscribe, is that presenting 

Severinus as being harsh on himself would make him more of an exemplar to the 

people. This would, however, still mean that a transformation did take place: the 

cunning of Irenaeus gives way to the complete sanctity of Severinus. 

 

Finally, one can see a transformation in the relative power of the holy man to 

influence the surrounding powers. In the two stories of martyrdom, the holy man 

is powerless. Each begins with the holy man on trial and each ends with the holy 

man being put to death. The Vita Severini, however, paints a very different 

picture of the power of the holy man. The Roman military garrisons in Noricum, 

far from trying to put Severinus to death, „rivaled with each other to invite him for 

their protection‟ [my emphasis].41 Gibuldis (PLRE II 512), king of the Alamanni, 

„trembles‟ before Severinus.42 Even stranger, Severinus „commands‟ Odovacar 

(PLRE 791), king of Italy and an Arian, to pardon a friend of Severinus and to 

return this friend from exile. Odovacar assents to this „command.‟43  Nearing 

death, Severinus continues to wield remarkable power. Severinus lectures Feva 

(PLRE II 457), king of the Rugi, and Feva‟s „cruel‟ wife, Giso (PLRE II 513), and 

                                                        
37

 Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis 1972: 4. 
38

 Passio Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Sirmiensis 1972: 4.  
39

 Eugippius 1961: 30.1. 
40

 Eugippius 1961: 30.3. 
41

 Eugippius 1961: 11.1. 
42

 Eugippius 1961: 19.2. 
43

 Eugippius 1961: 32.1. 
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commands them to „refrain from acts of injustice and to be intent on pious 

works.‟44 This great power of the holy man is a significant change from the era of 

Diocletian. 

 

Integrally related to the growth in power of the holy man by the time of the Vita 

Severini is the growth in importance of the function of the holy man as 

intercessor. After barbarians attacked a city, „a number of citizens… gathered 

round the man of God and related the sad losses they had suffered.‟45 Severinus 

then „asked Mamertinus (PLRE II 705), who was at the time tribune and 

afterwards was consecrated bishop‟ to help the people.46 Mamertinus then sends 

soldiers to attack the barbarians.47 At another point, the people of the town of 

Lauriacum, fearing that the Rugi were going to attack them, „humbly approached 

St. Severinus to meet the king on his way and persuade him to make a less 

drastic decision.‟48 Severinus assented to the plea of the people and went to 

meet the king, telling him that „I [Severinus] come as a messenger of Christ, 

begging mercy for those entrusted to me.‟49 In response, the king agrees not to 

attack the people, and he promises Severinus further that „I shall not allow this 

people…to be robbed by the Alamanni and Thoringi, or to be slain by the sword, 

or led into slavery.‟50 Eugippius adds that „consequently, the Romans whom St. 

Severinus had taken in his trust left Lauriacum; they were distributed over the 

towns by a peaceful settlement and lived on friendly terms with the Rugi.‟51  

Severinus acts as intercessor for more than just civilians. Eugippius relates that 

„the single forts rivaled with each other to invite [Severinus] for their protection.‟52  

                                                        
44

 Eugippius 1961: 40.3. 
45

 Eugippius 1961: 4.1.  
46

 Eugippius 1961: 4.2.  
47

 Eugippius 1961: 4.4. 
48

 Eugippius 1961: 31.2. 
49

 Eugippius 1961: 31.3.  
50

 Eugippius 1961: 31.4. 
51

 Eugippius 1961: 31.6. 
52

 Eugippius 1961: 11.1. 
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Peter Brown notes that the holy man‟s true power came from his role as a 

“mediator” in village life.53 This is seen quite clearly in the Vita Severini.   

 

Christianity underwent many changes in Late Antiquity. One can see evidence 

for these changes very clearly in the religious writings that were produced in the 

Roman Balkans. These writings, mainly consisting of martyr stories and 

hagiographies, evince transformation in the adversaries of the tales of holy men, 

the stories‟ understanding of sin, and the authority wielded by the holy man to 

impact the surrounding powers. The adversary of the holy man changed from the 

Roman military to heretical barbarians and lax Christians. A further change 

occurred in which the holy man needed to be presented in a way that showed his 

complete sanctity.  Finally, the holy man became capable of shaping the 

surrounding powers. In keeping with Peter Brown‟s arguments, the Balkan holy 

man changed as the societal landscape of the Balkans altered around him.   
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